THE LOCHIE SHOW
Division 2, Round 12: Round 13 saw the A's winning by default- with Pashtun forfeiting
late in the week. This gave way for a few of the boys to try and find some form ahead
of finals, and also giving an opportunity for myself and OB to play alongside the 2
Loch's in the Para Vista Blue team.
The game started in an unusual fashion....Gummy won the toss and apparently unfazed
by the famous WG Grace quote “When you win the toss, bat. If you are in doubt, think
about it, consult a colleague- then bat” ...decided to bowl. Having a couple young lads in
the side Gum thought this would be a great opportunity to test the resolve of the
Adelaide Lutheran openers.
Lachlan Cossens opened the bowling and got off to a great start, bowling straight and
managing to nick the bail in his second over. After his initial spell he had figures of 1/7.
At the other end Norm Tonkin bowled tightly and snared two wickets in his first 4 overs
to put the visitors under the knife like only a butcher can. Norm has been bowling
brilliantly in the A's over the last few weeks and this day was no different. From the other
end one Lachlan replaced another. Lachlan O’Brien was almost instantly rewarded with
a wicket. A skied ball to mid off. At this point I was one happy parent and coach! Both
Lads play above their age, we can only be excited about their sporting future! Wickets
dropped consistantly throughout the innings, with most bowlers chipping in.
The last two wickets of the day went to Lachlan C...2 leg before's that gave reward for
tight, consistent and accurate bowling. This gave him figures of 3/12 of off 8 overs.
Lachlan OB ended up with 2/22 from his 7....bowling figures that any bowler at any grade
would be proud of. Both these two lads have matured in their cricket this season, it’s
been awesome watching their development.
Adelaide Lutheran all out for 131.
Things looks good from square leg. We started off really well until the departure of new
player Anthony Taheny, skying the ball to cover.
From there wickets fell consistently, and we ended up being all out for a poultry 40.
Sure, we can’t expect every player to score every week, but sometimes there is a pure
lack of resolve and desire to hang around. Cricket is a team sport. You can't play by
yourself. When we go out to bat, do what the team needs you to do, not what you want
to do. Everyone wants to go out and smack quick runs, be the hero. Sometimes all you
have to do is to occupy the crease, or be patient enough to wait for a bad ball.
I have played in many premierships for PV....sometimes we didn't have the best team on
paper but our game has always been a team orientated game plan. Play for your team
mate, not yourself.
Then you will have success.
I'm reminded about an old saying...something about leading a horse to water....

Cuz

PAST WEEKS
DIVISION 1
ROUND 13
Para Vista A
Defeated
Pashtun on Forfeit

ROUND 14
Para Vista A 108
(Hodson 36)
Defeated by
Desi Avengers 126
(L.McLEod 4/10,
T.Wilson 3/37, Burge 2/27)

DIVISON 2
ROUND 12
Para Vista White 232
(I.Martin 54, Starke 37*,
Kumar 35, Pope 31)
Defeated by
Salisbury North 8/305
(Napoli 2/57, Hodson 2/64)
Para Vista Blue 40
Defeated by
Adelaide Lutheran 131
(L.Cossens 3/12, Tonkin 2/9,
Atkins 2/15, Taheny 2/18,
L.O’Brien 2/22)

ROUND 13
Para Vista White
Defeated Desi Avengers B
on Forfeit
Para Vista Blue 9/83
(Starke 18*, L.O’Brien 14)
Defeated by
Enfield 194
(S.Brown 2/20, Ali 2/38,
Lemon-Hall 2/46, 3x Catches &
1xRunOut)
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WHITE CHALLENGE HAWKS
Division 2, Round 12: Due to council work at Thomas Turner Reserve, the Para Vista White
team travelled to Salisbury North to face the ladder leaders in round 12 of the season. Upon
arriving, the Goatherders were faced with the small dimensions of the Salisbury North #2
oval, the almost rectangular field having extremely short square boundaries that would make
even the weakest of primary school batsmen smile with glee. Not having played the top of
the table team yet this year due to a heat cancellation their previous meeting, the White side
were looking for a win to help them in their chase for a finals spot. When the coin fell
incorrectly (apparently tails can fail), Para Vista were invited into the field one player short
with Eggs Ben Gardener due to arrive as soon as he could.
Bolstered by a few A-graders, the confidence was high. Eddie Napoli opened with the new
ball and immediately found that the concrete part of his run up was as smooth as ice. Harry
Pope, sharing the new ball, found likewise from his end, but both adjusted quickly to hit some
good lines and lengths. Unfortunately on such a small ground any shot that went to the side
of the fielder was a boundary instead of a single/two, and the opening batsmen kept run rate
ticking over at a quick pace.
Despite a couple of close calls, no wicket was found by either opening bowler and Brenton
Starke elected to make an early change by bringing young Sanjay Chettri into the attack from
E-naps end for the 7th over. Tim Wilson, who was crook and had only decided to try and play
and hour or so before the game, suffered more illness and had to leave the field at this time
too. My Silhouette had tried valiantly to solder on, but it became apparent to everyone
including himself that this was not in his best interests, and he had the teams support and
well wishes as he set off to rest and eventually return home. This left the Goatherders 2
fielders short as Eggs had not yet arrived.

NEXT WEEK
March 3rd 2018

DIVISION 1 – RND 15
Para Vista A
vs
VHP
at Edward Smith Reserve

DIVISON 2 – RND 14
Para Vista White
vs
Adelaide Lutheran B
Thomas Turner Reserve

SPONSORS

Kiran Kumar replaced Harry after an initial five over spell, and dropped into his customary
full length. Sanjay (0/28 off 5) and Kiran (0/14 off 3) both bowled well with Kiran keeping it
full and Sanjay beating the bat on occasion, but neither bowler was rewarded with a wicket
and the opening batsmen had more luck with a few aerial shots flying just wide of fielders.
Eggs Ben arrived lifting the goatherders to one short again, and in an effort to make a
breakthrough, Starke brought himself on and E-Naps returned from the other end. Neither
bowler captured that elusive wicket despite edges over the keeper and between the
batsmen’s legs, and at drinks the Salisbury North total was looking ominous at 0/111.
Desperate for a breakthrough, Starke decided to bowl E-naps his final three overs, and Eddie
was rewarded for some good bowling with the initial wicket of the innings, the opening
batsman hitting a catch straight down the throat of Starke at mid off. Eddie should have had
his second wicket next ball when the number 3 took a chunk out of his bat edging to Ian
Martin behind the stumps. Despite everyone knowing he hit it, including the batsman
himself, the non striker (who was opposing captain) and their teammates on the sidelines,
the umpire had other ideas and gave his teammate not out which lead to disbelief and
annoyance from the Goatherders. In reply to Ian suggesting that he should have walked with
that big of a snick, the arrogant number 3 suggested that he’d be more than happy to walk
Martini to the carpark to dispute the matter. Two balls later, Eddie did have his second
wicket, that of the captain who was bowled by a full toss and was less than pleased when
that was (correctly) not called a no ball. During the over break, a new, older, and more
experienced player became umpire and when informed of what the number three had said,
had a chat to his teammate who apologised to Ian for his remarks not long after. Eddie
finished his final over unlucky not to have another wicket, and his efforts netted him 2/57 off
his 8 overs.
Starke (0/47 off 8) had continued to bowl himself looking for more wickets which were not
forthcoming, and Tim Hodson was thrown the ball to ply his crafty swing bowling. Hoddo had

SUPPORTER
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WHITE CHALLENGE HAWKS
immediate success bowling the number four after being hit for six, and Para Vista felt like they were
fighting back in the match at 3/151 in the 27th over. Things quickly went downhill from there, with
numerous catches being dropped and the batsmen starting to swing lustily trying to hit the ball into
the next suburb. Many shots just cleared the small boundary or went mere metres to the sides of
fielders for fours, and runs flowed freely with little chance to stop the bleeding. Hodson snared another
wicket, well caught by E-Naps, Pope managed a run out with a bullet throw from the boundary cones,
but good balls were being mishit for maximums, edges raced for fours, and luck favoured the batsmen.
Tim Hodson especially felt the brunt of the small oval conceding an over of 25 and an over of 19 to
finish with figures of 2/64 off just 4 overs.

EVENTS
Presentation
Night
Saturday 24th
March
The Shed

End of Season
Aaron Timm and returning Harry Pope bowled out the death overs where the main aim was to try and
Fishing Trip
limit the damage as best as possible. This was partially achieved with some crafty mixed pace balls from
Timmsy (0/45 off 4) and a team hat-trick. Pope (1/48 off 8) finally had the number three batsman
Destination and
caught (by Jacob Burr) for 64 more runs than he should have got, followed by consecutive run outs to
Date TBC
Starke by batsmen playing the same shot twice in a row. Both batsmen registered diamond ducks which
provided some amusement to the now tiring Goatherders. At the end of the innings Salisbury North had put up an imposing
8/305 from their 40 overs. Its easy to be critical when such a big score is posted, but all the bowlers hit good lines and
lengths. It was near impossible to stop a boundary if the ball wasn’t hit directly towards the fielder, and numerous times
catches were made mere metres over the boundary line. Other sixes just cleared the cones which would normally only be
two runs on a normal sized ground (if not out), and luck and umpiring decisions did not go Para Vista’s way.
With 306 required to win at 7.65 rpo, Ian Martin and Jacob Burr made their way to the middle in the knowledge that time
at the crease would inevitably mean runs scored. The first over started brightly with Ian smacking a pull shot to the fence,
but second over found Jacob playing a little early to a slower paced ball and popping catch up to be out for a duck. Eggs Ben
entered at number three but he was also out after top edging a hook shot for 5, Para Vista wobbling at 2/18. Tim Hodson
went in at number four and the two experienced batsmen set about restoring the White teams innings. The small
dimensions of the field were not big enough for Hodson and Martin, but a mistimed pull shot from Tim ended with him
picking out a fielder and departing for a quickly made 16 (2x4’s, 1x6). E-Naps joined Ian and the two rotated the strike with
the deep set field while picking gaps for fours, Ian hitting a couple of sixes, and the runs continued to flow. Just when the
innings had got back on track, Eddie unluckily picked out a fielder and departed for 18 (3x4’s), and the Goatherders slumped
once again to 4/90 in the 14th over.
Kiran Kumar entered at number six, and after almost being run out first ball, quickly found the opposing bowlers to his
liking. Glorious flicks to and over the fence flew of his blade and his personal score raced along. Seeing another short ball
come his way, Kiran quickly rocked back to dispatch another one for a maximum but instead bottom edged it back on to his
stumps, out for an entertaining 35 (6x4’s, 1x6) in a partnership of 38 with Ian. Timmsy entered the fray and ran a rare two
with Ian to bring up Martini’s half century. Another four next ball and Ian looked like he was setting his sights on a really big
total, but in an attempt to dispatch a pie to the next oval over hit one down the throat of the fielder and was out for an
excellent 54 (7x4’s, 2x6’s), and Para Vista went to drinks at 6/140 after 20 overs.
With nothing to lose and still another 166 runs to get off the last 20 overs, the instructions were to still go for it and see
what happens. Sanjay joined Timmsy at the crease but Timmsy’s (8) stay was short lived thanks to a leaping catch, and when
Sanjay was stumped for 15, the score was 8/171 in the 26th over with only Pope and Starke left at the crease. Enjoying the
freedom to throw the willow around, Harry ripped a couple of fours and two big sixes, while Starke (37no, 6x4’s, 2x6’s)
enjoyed facing an ‘off spinner’ by flaying him to the fence on multiple occasions. After 61 runs had been added in 5 overs,
Pope’s luck ran out and he was caught in the deep for 31 (3x4’s, 2x6’s), and with Tim Wilson understandable absent, the
Goatherders innings closed at 9/232 off just over 31 overs.
It had been a brave effort by the White side against the leading team in the division. A total of 537 runs from 71 overs at
7.56 rpo had been scored in the match, with 62 fours and 24 sixes being hit between the two sides on the tiny oval. Next
up for the White side is a must win match against the side they are fighting for a spot in the finals with, Desi Avengers, and
it is hoped that an all-around effort with bring home a favourable result.
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Brenton Starke

APPLICATION NEEDED
Division 2, Round 13: Play began at Thomas Turner Reserve with Starkey negotiating to bowl first. This appeared a master
stroke when Vista struck twice in the first four balls of Brodie Lemon-Hall’s over to have Enfield 2/1 with Starke accepting a
simple catch from the Enfield captain followed by an exceptional runout.
Aaron Timm then followed from the other end and bowled a very tight line and length, unlucky not to have the Enfield number
three to a sharp catching opportunity for the keeper. Brodie continued but like many bowlers from that end struggled with the
run up and was punished at times for bowling short. Noor Ali and the returning Scott Brown followed and Noor began by
removing the Enfield number three through one of Brodie’s three catches of the day to go with a runout. However, from there,
despite solid bowling and some peaches by Brownie, multiple dropped catches resulted in twin half centuries for Enfield’s fourth
and fifth batsmen. Tim Brown along with most bowlers were unlucky with far too many catches being grasses. A wicket finally
came through OB Jnr to remove the Enfield number 5 to another Brodie catch. This week marked the guest appearance from
club legend Ron “The Run Machine” Rathjen. Ronnie removing the number 4 clean bowled chasing quick runs. When Brodie
removed the next Enfield batsman with a sharp runout off his own bowling followed by a catch that was only heard by Eggs and
Brownie, momentum began to be wrestled back towards Vista. Noor than removed another batsman LBW as rewards for the
experience of bowling at the death. Brownie then wrapped up the tail taking two quick wickets also just rewards for an excellent
display of fast bowling. Enfield all out for a chaseable 194.
In reply, Para Vista never really got going. With an opening partnership or 5 between Tim Brown and Eggs, the later was lucky
to be dropped first ball, however, failing to trouble the scorers caught 5 overs later, the score at 5. Shortly thereafter Tim Brown
followed, adjudged LBW for 3. Ronnie understandably a touch rusty looked to get his eye in before middling a cut shot straight
to point, unable to add to his 4500plus Goatherder runs, score 3/7. Brodie then joined Timmsy at the crease and the two began
the resurrection of the innings, which included a beautiful straight six from Brodie seemingly effortless. Following the retrieval
of the wet ball, from not-so Dry Creek, the partnership was ended when Timmsy knicked off for a ten, ending a solid partnership
of 22. Brownie then came to the crease looking busy. However, two runs later Brodie was perhaps unlucky to be run out looking
for a quick two, for a well-made 12. Noor then went next ball and Vista were in all sorts at 6/32. But it got worse. Browny then
ran out OB senior for a duck, before playing over the top of a full ball clean bowled for 4. Score 8/36. Enter OB Junior and Starkey.
The two began adding some respectability two the Para Vista innings, with Junior showing maturity beyond his years and gaining
experience which will hold him in good stead for what looks to be a promising career. The two batted for over 20 overs,
determined to not surrender their wickets. The two added 47 for the eighth wicket and was only broken when Junior fell on the
penultimate ball of the innings, leaving Roger one ball to face.

In all, it was the same things once again which cost Para Vista the victory. Catching, application with the bat and reckless
running between the wickets cost us once again. However, exciting things are to come for Para Vista and the future looks
bright with players like Brodie, OB Junior and Noor coming through the ranks.

Eggs
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Every season the SA Churches and Community Cricket Association hosts a dinner and presents Awards and
Premiership Shields to the successful individuals and clubs.
This year’s Guest Speaker is former Crow Player, Norwood Premiership Coach and current Port Adelaide
Assistant Coach Nathan Bassett.
It is a great night to round out the season, have a few laughs and hopefully take home the Premiership Shield.
Support Cuz and let Brownie know who is coming.
$40 per head, payable on the night.

When: Thursday 29th March from 7pm
Where: B-Social Restaurant,
246 Fosters Road, Oakden.
Menu:
Entrée:


Schiacciata or Pasta Fusilli

Main: Choice of





Chicken or Beef Schnitzel
Salt and Peller Calamari
Pollo Avocado
Vegetarian Options Available
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